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Context

Several MHC class II (MHC-II) alleles, e.g. HLA-DRB1*0401, are associated with severe rheumatoid
arthritis (RA). The relevant polymorphisms map to the antigen binding groove, but unique arthritogenic
peptides have not been identified. In antigen presenting cells, peptide loading by MHC class II is
facilitated by HLA-DM, an MHC-II chaperone and peptide exchange catalyst. Generally, expression of
DM (DMA/DMB) genes and of MHC-II is co-regulated, but distinct promoter regions allow for some
differential regulation. In some studies, structural polymorphisms in DM have also been associated with
RA in a small subset of patients. Study aims were to identify and functionally characterize
polymorphisms in the DMA and DMB promoters, and to compare DM levels in RA patients and
controls.

Significant findings

One rare dimorphism in the DMA and two in the DMB promoter were found; each was associated
with DM structural polymorphisms, but none were associated with RA. The rare DMB-168T genotype
decreased constitutive promoter activity in a B cell line; this nucleotide is part of an NF-?B site, but no
differences in NF-?B p50 binding was seen. Both DMB promoter polymorphisms diminished interferon
(IFN)-?-induced gene expression; the DMA polymorphism had no detectable impact. Steady state levels
of DMA and DMB mRNA were reduced by about threefold in peripheral blood B cells of RA patients.
Patients with ankylosing spondylitis, in contrast, had normal or slightly reduced DM mRNA levels.
Steady-state levels of DM protein also appeared low in RA.

Comments
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The key finding was that expression of DM, but not DR, is decreased in RA but not control B cells.
This is not due to promoter polymorphisms, whose functional impact in vivo remains unclear. Instead, it
may relate to shifts in B cell subpopulations in RA, to differential promoter occupancy with DM-specific
transcription factors, or to differences in DM message stability. Sample size was small in the expression
studies, so work in larger, diverse patient cohorts is needed. The effects of immunosuppressive drugs
and disease duration also warrant examination. Whether low DM expression is a cause or a consequence
of immune dysfunction in RA also remains unclear. DM expression defects would diminish the
efficiency of MHC-II peptide editing and chaperoning; this could reduce the density and change the
identity of peptides bound to disease-associated MHC-II alleles during thymic selection or induction of
autoimmunity. A role for low DM expression in RA etiology thus seems plausible.

Methods

Genomic sequencing, reporter gene assay, EMSA, RT-PCR, western blotting
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